Signal and masker uncertainty in intensity discrimination.
Intensity discrimination thresholds were assessed in a series of experiments. Signals were in-phase increments in the level of one component of a multitone masker. The main parameters of interest were the effects of signal uncertainty (which frequency is tested on a given trial) and masker uncertainty (which components were selected as the multitone masker on a given trial). Thresholds were measured as a function of signal frequency, number of components, and amount of overall changes in masker level. The results suggest a form of profile processing, in which the signal is detected by comparing levels in adjacent critical bands. Such a mechanism will account for the relatively small effects generally observed with signal uncertainty, for masker uncertainty showing larger effects on thresholds than signal uncertainty, and for the near constancy of signal threshold despite large (60 dB) fluctuations in overall level of the stimulus in the two intervals of the forced-choice trial.